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The problems discussed in this study, namely (1) What is the Form of the 

Radio Broadcaster Register "Numpang Nampang" Pro 2 FM RRI Sumenep? (2) 

What is the Pro Mean Register of Radio Broadcaster "Numpang Nampang 

Nampang" Pro 2 FM RRI Sumenep? 

The purpose of this study is (1) To describe the form of Pro Radio FM 

"Broadcasting Program" Register 2 Register Rampang Sumenep. (2) To describe 

the meaning of the Pro Broadcast Register Radio "Program Numpang Nampang" 

Pro 2 FM RRI Sumenep. 

This research is a qualitative descriptive study in speech or sentence on 

Radio Broadcaster "Numpang Nampang Program" Pro 2 FM RRI Sumenep, in the 

form of affixation and grammatical meaning. This research method uses listen, 

record and record methods. Analysis of the data in this study through steps, data 

reduction collection, data presentation and drawing conclusions. 

The results of this study indicate that there is a process of affixation and 

reduplication. First, there is a prefix affixation in the form of prefix affixation of 

ber-, se- and se-. Second, there is suffix affixation in the form of -kan, -i and -an. 

Third, there is confix affixation in the form of affixation of confection of me-kan, 

ke-an, ber-an, me-I, peN-an, per-an and pe-an. Whereas in the reduplication 

process there is a complete form of reduplication and the form of reduplication 

has implications. 

Based on the analysis, it was concluded that; First the process of affixation 

and reduplication has been found in the speech of the "Passenger Nampang 

Program" covering (1) prefix affixation, (2) suffix affixation, and (3) confix 

affixation. Whereas in reduplication include (1) full reduplication and (2) impact 

reduplication. Secondly, the meaning process has been found, which uses 

grammatical meaning. 

 

 

 

 


